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Abstract. The Signal protocol is used by billions of people for instant mes-
saging in applications such as Facebook Messenger, Google Messages, Signal,
Skype, and WhatsApp. However, advances in quantum computing threaten the
security of the cornerstone of this protocol: the Diffie-Hellman key exchange.
There actually are resistant alternatives, called post-quantum secure, but replac-
ing the Diffie-Hellman key exchange with these new primitives requires a deep
revision of the associated security proof. While the security of the current Signal
protocol has been extensively studied with hand-written proofs and computer-
verified symbolic analyses, its quantum-resistant variants lack symbolic security
analyses.
In this work, we present the first symbolic security model for post-quantum vari-
ants of the Signal protocol. Our model focuses on the core state machines of the
two main sub-protocols of Signal: the X3DH handshake, and the so-called dou-
ble ratchet protocol. Then we show, with an automated proof using the Tamarin
prover, that instantiated with the Hashimoto-Katsumata-Kwiatkowski-Prest post-
quantum Signal’s handshake from PKC’21, and the Alwen-Coretti-Dodis KEM-
based double ratchet from EUROCRYPT’19, the resulting post-quantum Signal
protocol has equivalent security properties to its current classical counterpart.

Keywords: Secure instant messaging · Signal protocol · Quantum resistant · For-
mal verification · Tamarin prover · X3DH · Double ratchet.

1 Introduction

The Signal protocol is divided into two sub-protocols: X3DH [21], and the double
ratchet protocol [20]. The X3DH protocol can be seen as an Authenticated Key Ex-
change (AKE) protocol. It ensures the authenticity of an initial key shared between two
users. It is an asynchronous protocol, which means that there is no need for users to
be online at the same time to initialize the protocol. To use the X3DH protocol, each
user must first generate a long-term static pair of public and private keys for them to
be authenticated, as well as a batch of ephemeral pairs of public and private keys. Both
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long-term public keys and ephemeral key batches are then stored on an honest interme-
diate server which acts as a buffer. When Bob wants to start a conversation with Alice,
he sends a request to the server, and then receives the Alice’s long-term public key and
a fresh Alice’s ephemeral public key from her batch. These two public keys enable Bob
to perform the X3DH handshake protocol by sending a message to Alice, which will
enables her to derive their X3DH pre-shared secret key when she is online.

The double ratchet protocol is used to encrypt messages to send through the Signal
protocol with an Authenticated Encryption with Associated Data (AEAD) scheme and
a session key that is shared between the two parties. The session key is renewed each
time a message is sent, using symmetric and asymmetric mechanisms called ratchets.
The double ratchet protocol is initialized with the X3DH pre-shared key as session
key, and an ephemeral public key from the corresponding batch as public key. Then,
to send a message, the public key is used to exchange a fresh secret key, from which
the new session key is derived with the output of a one-way function applied to the
current session key. In addition, a new ephemeral key pair is generated whose public
key is encrypted then sent with the message, using this new session key. This protocol
is repeated for each message sent to ensure strong security properties such as forward
secrecy and post-compromise recovery against passive adversaries.

The current Signal protocol heavily uses the well-known, flexible, and efficient, but
vulnerable to quantum attacks, Diffie-Hellman (DH) key exchange protocol. However,
with the threat of upcoming quantum computers, post-quantum alternatives are subject
to extensive analysis in order to gain assurance in their security. In 2016, the NIST initi-
ated a process to evaluate and standardize quantum-resistant key-establishment and sig-
nature schemes, but all remaining candidates in the key-establishment category are key
encapsulation mechanisms (KEMs) like RSA, and not key exchanges like DH. Con-
sequently, the integration of post-quantum KEMs in cryptographic protocols is quite
challenging due to the differences between KEMs and DH, which requires some funda-
mental adjustments to these protocols to maintain the same security guarantees.

Aside from that, the active area of formal protocol verification is increasingly ac-
companying protocol specifications. Designing cryptographic protocols is known to be
hard to get right and hand-written proofs remain highly complex and error-prone. At the
design level, automatic verification aims to manage the complexity of security proofs
and even reveal subtle flaws or as-yet-unknown attacks as the historic example of the
man-in-the-middle attack [16]. Efficient automatic verification tools as Tamarin [17]
or ProVerif [6] have been used to analyze large, real-world protocols. For instance,
ProVerif has been used to analyze TLS 1.3 [4] and Signal [14] and Tamarin as been
used to analyze the 5G AKE protocol [3] and TLS 1.3 [10].

Related Works. The security of the (EC)DH-based Signal protocol has been extensively
studied using hand-written proofs [9]. Those proofs were completed with a symbolic
analysis [14] using the ProVerif prover. Regarding the transition to post-quantum cryp-
tography, there are KEM-based alternatives to the Signal sub-protocols X3DH [12,7]
(the security properties in [12] being closer to that of X3DH, in particular thanks to
the encryption of the signature) and double ratchet [1], with hand-written proofs for the
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same security properties as the current Signal protocol. Such KEM-based protocols can
be instantiated with post-quantum KEMs from the NIST competition such as Kyber [2],
which will be the first NIST PQC standard for key-establishment. However, those po-
tential replacements for X3DH and double ratchet have so far lacked computer-verified
symbolic analyses which results in a limited trust in these protocols. By contrast, some
other protocols, such as WireGuard [13] and (KEM)TLS [19,8], already have computer-
verified symbolic analyses for post-quantum variants, both using the Tamarin prover.

Contributions. We present the first symbolic proof of a post-quantum variant of the
Signal protocol. Our model focuses on the core state machines of the two main sub-
protocols of this variant: the Hashimoto-Katsumata-Kwiatkowski-Prest post-quantum
X3DH handshake [12] which we refer to as PQ-X3DH, and the Alwen-Coretti-Dodis
KEM-based double ratchet [1] that we call KEM-Double-Ratchet. Then we show, using
the Tamarin prover, that these two protocols meet the same security properties as clas-
sical X3DH and double ratchet protocols. In addition, we prove the well-formedness of
the two models, which informally means that their behavior is as expected.

Our PQ-X3DH Tamarin symbolic analysis ensures the integrity of the two ex-
changed messages, the authentication of users, the resistance to unknown key-share
attacks and replay attacks, and other properties, such as the weak forward secrecy [15]
and the key compromise attack resistance, to mitigate the leak of secret information.

With regard to KEM-Double-Ratchet, our Tamarin model ensures the integrity of all
the messages, the forward secrecy, and the post-compromise recovery [1]. It is worth
noting that in the particular case of Signal, post-compromise recovery is met only if
the adversary is passive during the recovering process. While within the double ratchet
protocol two parties can exchange a potentially infinite number of messages, we model
only three exchanges, which represents the minimum number of exchanges for each
security property to hold. A simple induction argument then enables us to generalize
these properties to any number of exchanges. To our knowledge, our formal verification
model is the first one that covers the post-compromise recovery security property.

Outline. In section 2 we present the two sub-protocols of the considered variant of the
Signal protocol and their Tamarin model. Then we present in section 3 the Tamarin
formalism used in our symbolic analysis, the different security properties verified, and
the results of our formal verification.

2 A KEM-Based Signal Protocol

In this section, we describe the KEM-based variant of the Signal protocol that is the
subject of our symbolic analysis. As explained in the introduction, the Signal proto-
col is separated in two sub-protocols providing different functionalities, we respect this
separation for this KEM-based variant in order to facilitate its analysis and clearly iden-
tify the contribution of each sub-protocol in the security of the whole protocol. The first
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sub-protocol named PQ-X3DH is used as authenticated key agreement while the sec-
ond one named KEM-double-ratchet is used for secure instant messaging by refreshing
the session key at each time a message is sent.

2.1 The PQ-X3DH Protocol

Alice Bob
Public Parameters : (s, ppKEM , ppwKEM , ppSig)

lpkA={epkA, ltpkA}
lskA={eskA, ltkA}

lpkB={epkB , ltpkB}
lskB={eskB , ltkB}

(epkT , eskT )←− wKEM.KeyGen(ppwKEM )

Init: epkT

(K, C)←− KEM.Encap(epkA)

(KT , CT )←− wKEM.Encap(epkT )

sidB := ltpkA||ltpkB ||lpkA||epkT ||C||CT ||K
kroot||k̃ ←− HKDF(KT , sidB)

σ ←− S.Sign(ltkB , sidB)

c←− AEAD.Enc(σ, k̃)

Respond: C, CT , c

K←− KEM.Decap(eskA, C)

KT ←− wKEM.Decap(eskT , CT )

sidA := ltpkA||ltpkB ||lpkA||epkT ||C||CT ||K
kroot||k̃ ←− HKDF(KT , sidA)

σ ←− AEAD.Dec(c, k̃)

S.Verify(ltpkB , sidA, σ)
?
= 1

Fig. 1. The PQ-X3DH protocol.

X3DH [21] is an asynchronous protocol that generates a shared secret between the
communicating parties to initialize their communication as well as authenticate them-
selves. It fully authenticates the receiver Bob and partially authenticates the initiator
Alice. It is called asynchronous because both parties can initiate the connection while
the other is offline. Such property provides flexibility but could completely break the
protocol in the case of a malicious server. Apart from such a case the asynchronous
protocol is highly secure. We consider here the PQ-X3DH presented in [12] which pre-
serve the security properties of the classical protocol and we focus on the variant of
PQ-X3DH that does not use a signature to fully authenticate Alice. The motivation for
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this change is to allow Alice to deny having taken part in the exchange, in the same way
that Bob can deny it thanks to the encryption of his signature.

The PQ-X3DH sub-protocol is presented in Figure 1. Two key encapsulation mech-
anisms, KEM and wKEM, are employed as building blocks in this key agreement proto-
col. wKEM, which is IND-CPA secure, is for ephemeral use. KEM is IND-CCA secure
here. Tamarin considers the public-key encryption as ideal (thus IND-CCA), but for an
ephemeral use, IND-CPA is sufficient.

PPPKI

AInit

ARecv

AEnd

BInit

BEnd

Init A

A B Send

A Recv

Init B

B Recv Then Send

Ephemeral KEM public key

KEM ciphertext and signature

Fig. 2. Graph of the Tamarin PQ-X3DH model.

Tamarin model. Since Tamarin has no built-in KEM we replace the KEM with an
asymmetric encryption scheme encrypting a fresh ephemeral key. The two approaches
are equivalent considering the idealization of cryptographic primitives used in Tamarin.
Our model for the PQ-X3DH protocol is represented as the state machine in Figure 2
with nine transition rules:

– PKI and PP: these rules formalize the Public Key Infrastructure (PKI), the Public
Parameters (PP). PKI assigns only once a long term key with an ephemeral key to
a user. Instead of handling non-replayability with a batch of ephemeral one-time
keys we directly use restrictions to ensure the a key can only be used once.

– Init_A and Init_B: each user get from PKI and PP the public parameters and
public keys needed for the PQ-X3DH protocol.

– A_B_Send: Alice sends an ephemeral public key to initiate a key encapsulation.
– B_Recv_Then_Send: Bob receives Alice’s ephemeral public key, encapsulates two

secret keys into two KEM ciphertexts, one with Alice’s ephemeral public key and
wKEM, the other by using Alice’s long-term public key and KEM. Bob also sign
the protocol transcript and send his signature encrypted with an AEAD scheme.
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– A_Recv: Alice receives Bob’s ciphertext and signature and derives a session key
that will be used by Alice and Bob to communicate. Then, she decrypts and verifies
the signature.

– RevealE: Reveals to the attacker the ephemeral secret keys.
– RevealL: Reveals to the attacker the long-term secret keys.

2.2 The KEM-double-ratchet Protocol

The double ratchet protocol (DR for short) is used for securing an ongoing exchange of
messages between two peers by repeatedly producing fresh session keys while saving
the authentication made with the PQ-X3DH initialization.

This protocol is self-healing, which means that it is made so that if at some point a
user’s key is intercepted by an attacker, the upcoming renewal of the session key is there
to protect the secrecy of the future messages. This property is sometimes called post-
compromise security. To satisfy this property, a cryptographic ratchet based on a key
exchange method, such as Diffie-Hellman in the classical case, is used in the protocol,
and a ratchet based on key derivation functions enables key renewal without interaction
between the peers.

In order to communicate securely, the double ratchet protocol derives three types of
shared secrets: root, chain and message secrets. They are used respectively as master,
derivation and a message keys [20]. Since we consider a KEM-based double ratchet,
we deviate a bit from this definition. As specified in Figure 3, in KEM-Double-Ratchet
the two communicating peers Alice and Bob start the KEM-DR sub-protocol with a
common pre-shared key kroot. This key comes from the key agreement protocol PQ-
X3DH.

Tamarin model. As shown in Figure 4 we only perform three exchanges of the KEM-
double-ratchet protocol. Three exchanges are sufficient to verify all considered security
properties as discussed in section 3. Our KEM-DR model has nine transition rules:

– Init_A and Init_B: each user get a secret preshared key and Bob gets an Alice’s
KEM ephemeral public key.

– Send_B1, Send_A, and Send_B2: the user encapsulates a fresh secret key with the
current KEM public key, derives a new session key, encrypts the message, then
sends it encrypted with the KEM ciphertext and a new ephemeral KEM public key.

– Recv_A1, Recv_B, and Recv_A2: the user receives a message, derives the new
session key, and verifies the integrity.

– LeakState: Reveals to the attacker the current user secrets.

3 Tamarin Formal Verification

In Tamarin, a protocol is seen as a state machine. A state is a multiset of facts, and
rules are transitions which shift the state when some conditions are fulfilled. A rule
consists of three sets of facts: premise, action facts, and conclusion. If all the premise
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Alice Bob
External Key Agreement : kroot

epkA,1
fetch←−−−− KeyBatch[Alice]eskA,1

rd = kroot rd = kroot

(KT , C)←− wKEM.Encaps(epkA,1)

(rd, kd)←− HKDF(rd, KT )

KT ←− Hash(kd)
(epkB,2, eskB,2)←− wKEM.Keygen()

E←− AEAD.Enc(KT ,(ts,m))

Send : (C ,epkB,2), E

KT = wKEM.Decaps(C, eskA,1)

(m, ts)←− AEAD.Dec(KT , E)

(rd, kd)←− HKDF(rd, KT )
KT ←− Hash(kd)

Verify: ts exchange 1

(KT , C)←− wKEM.Encaps(epkB,2)

(rd, kd)←− HKDF(rd, KT )

KT ←− Hash(kd)
(epkA,3, eskA,3)←− wKEM.Keygen()

E←− AEAD.Enc(KT ,(ts,m))

Send : (C ,epkA,3), E

KT = wKEM.Decaps(C, eskB,2)

(m, ts)←− AEAD.Dec(KT , E)

(rd, kd)←− HKDF(rd, KT )
KT ←− Hash(kd)

Verify: tsexchange 2

(KT , C)←− wKEM.Encaps(epkA,3)

(rd, kd)←− HKDF(rd, KT )

KT ←− Hash(kd)
(epkB,4, eskB,4)←− wKEM.Keygen()

E←− AEAD.Enc(KT ,(ts,m))

Send : (C ,epkB,4), E

KT = wKEM.Decaps(C, eskA,3)

(m, ts)←− AEAD.Dec(KT , E)

(rd, kd)←− HKDF(rd, KT )
KT ←− Hash(kd)

Verify: ts exchange 3

Fig. 3. The KEM-double-ratchet protocol.
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AInit

ARecv

ASend

AEnd

BInit

BSend

BRecv

BEnd

Init A

Recv A1

Send A

Recv A2

Init B

Send B1

Recv B

Send B2

Out of Bond Secret Sharing

First Encrypted Message

Second Encrypted Message

Third Encrypted Message

Fig. 4. Graph of the Tamarin KEM-Double-Ratchet model.

facts exist, then the rule is applied. Applying a rule means consuming premise facts to
produce conclusion facts while recording action facts in the protocol trace.

Some facts are native in Tamarin such as In() and Out() to model inputs and
outputs of the protocol following the Dolev-Yao model [11]. Moreover, the Fr() fact
is used to produce fresh or unique variables.

Tamarin proposes a set of built-ins cryptographic primitives to model protocols,
including symmetric and asymmetric encryption, hash function, and signature. It also
allows to define new primitives, via functions and equations commands. In the
context of this work, we define a KEM as an asymmetric encryption scheme encrypt-
ing a fresh random key, and we consider the following AEAD Tamarin formalization
from [13].

In some cases, we need to restrict some transitions in the protocol, e.g., to check the
equality of two terms as shown below. Hence, when a rule has the restriction Eq(x,y)
in its action facts, then the rule is applied if and only if x = y.

restriction Eq: "All x y #i. Eq(x,y) @ #i ==> x = y"

Tamarin uses the logic of first order to formalize security properties as lemmas. The
keyword All stands for ∀, Ex for ∃ and @ represents a marker for chronological events.
Lemmas use action facts produced by the rules to prove or disprove properties. A trivial
lemma is given below, it means that if Action1() happened then Action2() happened
too.

lemma example:

" All x #i. Action1(x) @ #i ==> Ex y #k. Action2(y) @ #k "
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In order to verify that a protocol has given security property, Tamarin takes as input
the protocol model, with all its possible transitions as rules, and a lemma corresponding
to this security property. Then, if Tamarin completes its verification process, it will
either output a proof of the property or an attack trace which falsifies it.

3.1 Security Properties

The security properties verified in our symbolic analysis of PQ-X3DH and KEM-DR
are the same properties as those considered in the formal verification of classical X3DH
and Double-Ratchet protocols [14].

Integrity. Integrity is an important property for key exchange protocols. It allows the
receiver of a message to have the assurance that the message has come unaltered from
the intended sender. We separate the integrity of a message that can be verified upon
receipt, called instantaneous integrity, and that which can be verified upon receipt of a
subsequent message, called delayed integrity.

Authentication. We consider two authentication notions: the partial authentication
from definition 1 and the full authentication from defintion 2.

Definition 1 (Partial Authentication). A user U is partially authenticated to another
user V if V can prove that the message she receives comes from the same user as the
one with whom she has initialized the session.

Definition 2 (Full Authentication). A user U is fully authenticated to another user V
if U is partially authenticated to V and V can prove the identity of U.

Forward Secrecy. Here again we consider two different notions: the perfect Forward
Secrecy (FS) from definition 3 and the weak Forward Secrecy (wFS) from definition 4.
In this work, we also consider a new notion called weak state Forward Secrecy (wsFS)
that we define as the wFS property except that the leakage concerns states instead of
long term keys.

Definition 3 (perfect Forward Secrecy (FS) [18]). A protocol is said to have perfect
forward secrecy if compromised long-term keys does not compromise past session keys.

Definition 4 (weak Forward Secrecy (wFS) [15]). Any session key established by un-
corrupted parties without active intervention by the attacker is guaranteed to remain
secrete even if the parties to the exchange are corrupted after the session key has been
erased.
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Key Compromise Impersonation Resistance. The KCI resistance from definition 5 is
related to the use of long term public/private keys. Since there is no use of long term
public/private key in the KEM-DR protocol, the KCI property is only applicable to the
PQ-X3DH protocol.

Definition 5 (Key Compromise Impersonation (KCI) Resistance). Even if an adver-
sary compromises the long term private key of a user U, this adversary can not use this
key to impersonate (to U) another user V that is communicating to U.

Unknown Key-Share Resistance. We recall the definition of a UKS attack in defini-
tion 6. UKS attacks can be seen as implicit impersonation. Thus, in the same way as for
the KCI resistance, this property is only applicable to the PQ-X3DH protocol.

Definition 6 (Unknown Key-Share (UKS) attack [5]). An unknown key-share attack
on an AKE protocol is an attack whereby a user U ends up believing she shares a key
with V, and although this is in fact the case, V mistakenly believes the key is instead
shared with an entity W , U.

Post-Compromise Recovery. We recall the post-compromise recovery property in def-
inition 7. By definition, this property is only applicable when a protocol is iterated
repeatedly between the parties, this is the case for KEM-DR but not for PQ-X3DH.

Definition 7 (Post-Compromise Recovery (PCR) [1]). If the attacker remains pas-
sive, i.e., the attacker does not inject any messages, and if users have access to fresh
randomness, then the users recover a secure state from a compromised state after a few
communication rounds.

3.2 Tamarin Formalization

Before describing in more detail the Tamarin formalization of the different security
properties presented above, we need to define some notations that will be useful later.
In the rest of the paper, we use the following notations:

– L = {0, 1, 2} is the set of iteration indices, i.e., the three first exchanges ;
– M ⊂ {0, 1}∗ is the set of messages sent via the Signal protocol ;
– K ⊂ {0, 1}k is the set of secret keys where k is the key length ;
– S ⊂ {0, 1}∗ is the set of message indices, i.e., the message numbers ;
– Σ is the set of protocol states.
– Γ is the set of user states.

Moreover, using the Tamarin formalism, we note:
– KU(x): The adversary sent x and therefore has knowledge of x ;
– K(x): The adversary has knowledge of x.

In Table 1, respectively Table 2, we introduce the Tamarin action facts and their
abbreviations needed in our symbolic analysis of PQ-X3DH, respectively KEM-DR.
These action facts are used to define the Tamarin lemmas corresponding to the security
properties.
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Table 1. Tamarin action facts for PQ-X3DH, abbreviations and definitions

Action fact Abbreviation Definition

SessA SA(A,B,k) A accepts the key k as valid to communicate with B
ExplicitAuth EA(B,A) A explicitly authenticates B
RevealL RL(A) The long-term key of A is revealed to the attacker
RevealE RE(A) The ephemeral key of A is revealed to the attacker
SendConnect SC(A) A initiates the PQ-X3DH protocol
RecvConnect RC(A,B) B receives the initialization message from A
SendSign SS(B,A) B sends its signature to A
weakFS wFSA,B(k) Saves k to check its resistance against future reveal
Send/Recv SendA,n(m) A sends the message m of index n

RecvB,A,n(m) B checks the integrity of message m of index n from A

Table 2. Tamarin action facts for KEM-Double-Ratchet, abbreviations and definitions

Action fact Abbreviation Definition

IntegS/IntegR IS/R(n,m,s) Sends or receives message m of index n associated
with session key s and checks its integrity in reception

FS FS(A,B,n,st) Saves the current state st associated with the sending
of the message of index n between A and B in order to
check its resistance against future reveal

Healed HA,B(st) Checks if the state st has recovered from a previous
reveal in the communication between A and B

Reveal R(A,n) Reveals the secrets of A associated with the message
of index n.

In Tamarin, the user state is the current set of the secrets of this user. In order to
characterize respectively full and partial knowledge of the user’s secrets by the attacker,
we define the revealed state in definition 8 and the compromised state in definition 9.

Definition 8 (Revealed State). A state is said to be revealed if the adversary has knowl-
edge of every hidden elements of the state.

Definition 9 (Compromised State). A state is said to be compromised if the adversary
has knowledge of any hidden element of the state.

PQ-X3DH Security Properties. For the sake of clarity, we describe the security prop-
erties verified with Tamarin in the usual mathematical formalism. Let E = A <t B the
notation <t means that E is true if and only if event A occurs before event B. For lack
of space, the definitions of the corresponding Tamarin lemmas are presented in the full
version of this paper.

Integrity. The integrity is checked on both messages transmitted through the PQ-X3DH
protocol. Nothing in this protocol allows an immediate integrity check of the first trans-
mitted message. However, if both parties share the same key at the end of the protocol,
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then the integrity of this message is ensured in a delayed manner. For this reason, we
define the following condition under which the delayed integrity of the first message is
assured:
The following properties insure, for any user A, B that have shared a common secret
k by respectively sending message m1 and receiving message m2 on the first exchange,
that m1 = m2. Which leads with Tamarin formalism too:

∀A,B ∈ U,∀m1,m2 ∈ M,∀k ∈ K .

SA(A,B,k) ∧ SB(B,A,k) ∧ SendA,1(m1) ∧ RecvB,A,1(m2) =⇒ m1 = m2 .

The integrity of the second message can be immediately verified thanks to the signature.
Thus the condition to check the immediate integrity is modeled as: For any user A and
B, any message m1,m2 if in the second flow of the exchange B sent m1 and A received
m2 without any corruption of the long term key of B and ephemeral key of A before the
reception of the second flow by A then m1 = m2. Which leads to the following Tamarin
formalism:

∀A,B ∈ U, ∀m1,m2 ∈ M. SendB,2(m1) ∧ RecvA,B,2(m2)∧

∧ ¬
(
RE(A) ≤t RecvA,B,2(m2)

)
∧ ¬
(
RL(B) ≤t RecvA,B,2(m2)

)
=⇒ m1 = m2 .

Authentication. We consider two different notions of authentication depending on the
role of the user in the PQ-X3DH protocol. Indeed, the initiator, Alice, does not sign any
message and her KEM long term key is provided by a server without guaranteeing its
authenticity. In these conditions, Alice can only be partially authenticated according to
definition 1. In the case where the equivalent of a certificate of the Alice’s KEM long
term key was added, then she could be fully authenticated at the end of the PQ-X3DH
protocol. The second user, Bob, signs the message which allows Alice to explicitly
authenticates him under the classical conditions of a public key infrastructure. The fol-
lowing condition is for the full authentication of Bob by Alice:

∀A,B ∈ U. EA(B,A) ≤t RL(B) =⇒ [SS(B,A) ∧ RC(A,B)

∧ (SC(A) ∧ SS(B,A) ≤t EA(B,A)) ∧ (SC(A) ≤t SS(B,A)) ∧ (RC(A,B) =t SS(B,A))] .

This can be described as for any user A and B, if the explicit authentication has been
done before any corruption on B’s long term key, then the protocol has been honestly
executed by A and B.

weak Forward Secrecy. The following condition verifies the wFS property on kroot and
k̃ keys of the PQ-X3DH protocol in case of future compromise of the initiator’s short-
term and responder’s signing keys.

∀A,B ∈ U,∀k ∈ K . ¬RL(B) ≤t wFSA,B(k1, k2) ∧ ¬RE(A) =⇒ ¬KU(k) .

It means that for any user A and B that have agreed on a common key k, if at a certain
point no corruption on the long term key of B has happened and if no corruption on the
ephemeral key of A has happened then the adversary does not know the common key k.
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KCI resistance. The only possible scenario in which a KCI attack occurs is when the
signing long-term key of the responder is compromised, in this case it must be guaran-
teed that an attacker cannot use this key to impersonate any of the users. Thus we have
the following condition for KCI resistance:

(∀A,B,S ∈ U,∀k ∈ K .SA(A,S,k) ∧ RL(A) ∧ SB(B,A,k) =⇒ S = B) ∧

(∀A,B,S ∈ U,∀k ∈ K .SA(A,B,k) ∧ RL(B) ∧ SB(B,S,k) =⇒ S = A) .

In other word if A or B have shared a key k with a user S and if respectively A or B’s
long term key has been corrupted and if A or B have agreed with respectively B or A
on the key k too, then respectively the user S is B or A and cannot another user.

UKS resistance. The UKS resistance consists of ensuring that if two users have agreed
on a common session key, then they have the assurance that if neither key is compro-
mised then no other user can impersonate either of them.

∀A,B,C,S ∈ U,∀k ∈ K . SA(A,S,k) ∧ SB(B,C,k) =⇒ S = B ∧ C = A .

This is a somewhat stronger approach compared to the previous properties that insure
that no impersonation will occurs.

Double-Ratchet Security Properties. Regarding the KEM-DR protocol, we verify the
classical security properties as well as the post-compromise recovery from [1].

Integrity. For each exchange, we verify that the message sent is indeed the message
received thanks to the integrity provided by the AEAD scheme.

∀n ∈ S,∀m1,m2 ∈ M,∀k ∈ K . IS(n,m1,s) ∧ IR(n,m2,s) ∧ ¬K(k) =⇒ m1 = m2 .

PCR. As this property ensures that for a corruption during a given exchange it is enough
to wait for two exchanges before the session key is secret again, it is necessary to check
this condition on three consecutive exchanges. Then this base case allows to prove
theorem 1 by induction.

∀A,B ∈ U,∀st ∈ Σ.

HA,B(st) ∧ R(B,0) ∧ HA,B(st) <t R(B,0) =⇒ ¬K(st) ∨ R(B,2) ∨ R(A,1) .

As it can be deduced this properties is proven only on the three first messages. This
can be proven using Tamarin for any fixed triplet (n, n + 1, n + 2) of ratchet exchange.
However for pure theoretical insurance we prove it using induction using this case as
the base case of the induction proof.

weak state Forward Secrecy. Similarly, two consecutive exchanges of the KEM-DR
protocol are sufficient to prove by induction the wsFS property in theorem 2.

∀A,B ∈ U,∀st ∈ Σ.

FS(A,B,0,st) ∧ R(A,1) ∧ FS(A,B,0,st) <t R(A,1) =⇒ ¬K(st) ∨ R(B,0) .
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3.3 Formal Verification Results

In Table 3 we present the results obtained from the automatic verification with Tamarin
of the security properties considered for the PQ-X3DH and KEM-DR protocols.

Table 3. Results of Tamarin verification for PQ-X3DH and KEM-Double-Ratchet protocols.

Protocols
Integrity

Auth.
Imp. resistance Forward secrecy

PCR
Instant Delayed KCI UKS FS wFS wsFS

PQ-X3DH ✗ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ ✗ ✓ NA NA
KEM-Double-Ratchet ✓ NA NA NA NA ✓ NA ✓ ✓

Since the KEM-DR protocol admits an arbitrary number of interactions, properties
impacting previous or future states of the protocol require an additional proof in order
to holds for any exchange of the protocol. Only the PCR and wsFS properties fall in this
case, the others are trivially proven. To be more precise Tamarin allows these propreties
to be true for any k < n with n fixed. We therefore propose to extend it to arbitrary n by
induction for theoretical purposes.

Theorem 1 (KEM-Double-Ratchet Post Compromise Security). For all user state
Staten with n > 0:

Compromised(Staten) ∧ ¬ Revealed(Staten+1) ∧ ¬ Revealed(Staten+2)

=⇒ Healed(Staten+2) .

Proof. We prove theorem 1 by induction for all integer n > 0. The base case has been
proven using Tamarin. Suppose that the theorem is true for all integer k < n, and that:

¬ Healed(Staten+3) with ¬ Compromised(Staten+3)

First:
Compromised(Staten+1) =⇒ ∃k ≤ n + 1, Revealed(Statek)

Let name i = max{k ≤ n + 2, Revealed(Statek)}, if i < n + 2 then by definition of i:

¬ Revealed(Statei+1) ∧ ¬ Revealed(Statei+2)

and by induction hypothesis, the state i+ 2 is healed which means that the state n+ 3 is
healed too since there is no reveal in between step i + 1 and n + 3. Now if i = n + 2 let
remind the definition of an healed state:
By definition of a healed state, for all n > 2 we have:

Healed(Staten) ⇐⇒ ∃k < n, [Revealed(Statek) ∧ ¬ Compromised(Staten)]

∧ ¬Revealed(Staten)
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And thus:

¬ Healed(Staten) =⇒ ∀k < n, [¬Revealed(Statek) ∨ Compromised(Staten)]

∨ Revealed(Staten)

=⇒ ∀k < n, [¬Revealed(Statek) ∨ ∃ j ≤ n, Revealed(State j)]

∨ Revealed(Staten), by definition of Compromised

Since we have i = n + 2 then: Revealed(Staten+2). Additionally:

∀k ≤ n,¬Revealed(Statek) ⇐⇒ ¬Compromised(Staten)

Therefore:

¬Healed(Staten+3) =⇒ ¬Compromised(Staten+1)

∨ Revealed(Staten+2) ∨ Revealed(Staten+3)]

Which ends our induction proof. □

We introduce the notion of healing ball in definition 10 to prove the wsFS property
in theorem 2.

Definition 10 (Healing Ball). We define the healing ball Bh for all user state S ∈ Γ, as
Bh(S ) = {γ ∈ Γ | Revealed(γ) =⇒ ¬ Healed(S )}.

Theorem 2 (KEM-Double-Ratchet weak state Forward Secrecy). For all user state
Staten with n ≥ 2:

Compromised(Staten) ∧ (∀k < n, S ∈ Bh(Statek), ¬ Revealed(S ))

=⇒ ¬ Compromised(Statek) .

Proof. We prove theorem 2 by induction for all integer n > 1. The base case has been
proven using Tamarin. Suppose that the theorem is true for all integer ℓ ≤ n, and that
Staten+1 has been compromised. Then, we have:

Compromised(Staten+1) =⇒ Revealed(Staten) ∨ Revealed(Staten+1)

and by definition, for all ℓ:

Revealed(Stateℓ) =⇒ Compromise(Stateℓ)

If Staten has been revealed and not Staten+1, we apply the induction hypothesis. Now
suppose that Staten+1 has been revealed but not Staten, we then use the fact that KEM.decaps
is supposed ideal by Tamarin and then deterministic, so regarding the backward analysis
Staten+1 is a deterministic function of Staten. Finally, if both states have been revealed,
then we apply the induction hypothesis. □
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